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ABSTRACT
T h i s paper presents a stereo vision system that uses
imag primitives as stereo comspondence units in order to
reduce the compurational errors. This sysrem. integrated
into a "hand-eye" robot system, is able to recognize

cylindrical objects. such as cans. so as to have them picked
up by the robot.

1. Introduction
The system we are developing is a "hand-eyc" robot
system using stereo vision in the context of autonomous
task planning. Stereo vision will he the most common
vision for intelligent robots in the future because of i t s
flexibility and versatility. However. becasue of difficulty to
find comspondencc between h e images derived from the
left and right eyes, stereo vision remains behind active
mgfinders, as far as, computing cost and reliability are
concerned. The cause of Ihe difficulty i s that usual methods
use too simple features for units of correspondence such as
edge pints. To solve the pmblem we should use higherorder features for units of correspondence. Higher-order
features imply less catculatian. due !0 a smaller amount of
data, as well as mere reliability 'because of sufficienl
mnstrainfs on each of the units. From this consideration.
we propose a primitive based stereo vision.
The objects whose features are known can be descrikd
through layered relationships, such as "parallelism' and
kymmetry', as shown in figure I. Units such as tines.
ellipses. cans etc.. are cailed image 'primitives'. and objects
i a the image can be recognized and distinguished
qualitatively by tracing the tree from bottom to top [2-31.
Also. reliable quantitative data can be determined by
matching the primit~vesbehveen stereo images.
In this papaer. we propose to recognize ellipses as
primitives in the image which represent circles in the 3dimensional world h c a u s e circles are -important
cue9;ofmany objects such as juice cans. Experimental
results for our can-picking robr syslem are shown as a

direcr application of the primitive based vision syskem.

Fig. 1 Image Primitive

2. Extraction o f Primitives
Each image is segmented into regions by

an edge

detection method, where each region i s represented by a list
of one external boundary and some houndaricq for the
holes. Then, each of these boundaries is cut into segrncnts
whose vertices are the branching pninls nr the p i n t s that
maximize the curvature.
Each segment i s approximated by either an elliptic curve
or a straight line. When the fitting error i s larger rhan the
quantization error. the segment i s further c u ~and
approximated by new curves or lines. For example, the
boundaries shown in figure 2a are cut into the segments
shown in figure 2b.

2.1 Set of Segments
The nexr step is to find out a set of segments
represendngan ellipse. such as (a,b.c.d) and (e,F.g) in figure

and call the subroutine Search(O].
Subroutine Searchln):
1. Set i to R(n).
2. Append S(i) ro Un) and ropy to L(n+l b
3. Check if all the segments included in Un+F) belong
to only one ellipse.
If they do;
a, Record the set of L(n+l) as a candidate far an
ellipse.
b. Set parameters as follows:
UIn+l) := U(n) x k
R(n+l) := i + l

c. call Search(n+l).
4. Increment i.

Ib)

Fig. 2 Segment

5. If the time elapsed in the subroutine exceeds the limit
then U(n) or i is larger than N, return from the
subroutine.

4.go to step 2.

2. However, it is too time consuming to test all possible
sets, since an ordinary image consists of 100 to 1,000
se enk and the number of such sets would rang from
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In order to reduce the number of sets. segments are
sorted in descending order according to the length. and the
"larger'hcgmcntsare tested in priority. Though a small
segment such a5 segment 'c" in the ser (a,b,c,d) may fail to
be found by this method, the whole ellipse can be
determined successfully as a set (a,b,d).
Even with a limited number of sets, processing an image
can take a quite different amount of rime, due to the
differences in image complexity. T h i s is a big problem for
ma1 r o b t conml. and h e total searching time needs to be
kept within the limit of a few seconds.
In this system, a limit on p m s i n g time i s assigned to
each level of searching. so that computation stops when
elapsed rim exceeds this value. The top level loop. which
searches for the first segment candidate, i s allowed to use U
second; the next level, which searches for the second
candidate, i s allowed to use UXk (0 < k < I). Tfien the n'th
level i s allowed to use uxkn-', Thus. the worst case of
computational time can be expressed by the following
equation:

'The details of the algorithm we described as follows:
1. Sort segments in descending order according to the
nurnhr of theirpoints. SF 11, S(23,... SIN) represent
each segment. where N is the nurnkr of segments.
2. Initialize pmmeters as follows:
Time limit
U(0) := T M X k
Segment list
L(0) := [null list]
Range of segment search R(O) := 1

.

2.2 Valid Ellipses
The system decides whether the segmenrs in a set betong
or not to one ellipse through the foblowing pmedum.
Rrst. we calculate the equation of the ellipse candidate
defined by the segments (Ci, C2,,, Cn), using the least
square method with the following equation:

C

(Bh2+hh~r+bpy2+dh+~py*~~2

k=l p E Ck)

If this equation represents an hypehlic or parabolic
curve or i f a straight line is given as a result, the cumnt set
of segments is rejected.
Otherwise. if the distance between the ellipst and each
point of all the segments is smaller rhw h e quantization
error. then the current set is considered to define an ellipse.
This computation involves solving 4th order equations
for a large amount of points, and i s therefore a time
consuming process which becomes the botlleneck of the
whole pmeduw.
Thus,in orderto speed up this process, we first calculate
the equations of larger and srnatler ellipses within the
quantimtion e m r
follows:

(s.

as shown in figure 3, and described as

E~CX,
y)= a 2 ~ 2 + h 2 x y + b y ~ + d 2 ~ .1~=O
e ~ ylazlb
>0)
Then, the condition h a t the point (xp, yp) exists between
these ellipses is expressed by the following equations:

Even though the above condition is not strictly
equivalent to the result obtained through distance
cdculation, the difference i s small enough. even if the

Fig. 3 Larger and Smaller Ellipses
ellipse is exmmely elongated.

2 3 Orientation and Center of Valid Ellipses
The orthogonal projection i s often used as an
approximation of the perspective projection. In this paper,
on the other hand, all calculations are done under the
perspective projection. since the accuracy is the importan1
factor for robot vision systems and we knew that the error
caused by the orthogonal approximation i s too large
through the seal experiments.
As a quadratic curve in the 3-dimensional space is
projected as a quadratic curve on an image plane, an ellipse
in a space that does not cross the image plane is projected as
an ellipse. Then a circle is projected as an ellipse as well,
and the orientation of the plane it lies on can be chosen from
two possible solutions. as shown in figure 4.
The center position of a circle does not match those of
the ellipse and there is one solution for each plane
orientation.

3. Stereo Matching
Other parametem of the circle except for the orientation.
such as the absolute position and the size, can not be
decided from only one view, and misunderstandingof some
curve in 3-dimensional space as an circle must be corrected.
In order to choose real circles and decide their
parameters, we match circIe candidates derived from each
image under the following conditions:
a. Calculate the position of the circle center so as to

Image plane

Image plane

minimize the distances from the epipolar lines to the
focal point and the estimated ellipse center. This
dismce must be smaller than a certain [hreshotd
reflecting the quantization error in each image.
b. Bofh circle candidates must have the same
orientation. This condition contributes to not only
selection of correct stereo comspondence but also
choice of circles from other curves.
c. Calculate the radius of the circle fmm the distance
from each focal point to the circle center and the
Ienglh of the long a x i s of the ellipse in each image.
Both values must be the same.
The last two conditions above are actually
overconslmined by using ellipses as correspondence units,
therefore increasing the reliability of the stereo.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Image Processing
Color stereo images (4RQx640pixels) in fig.5a are input
into a SUN3Rd0 via tk frame buffer. Image processing
and primitive recognition are performed on a Decsysrem
5820 (about 20 MIPS). Each image i s segmented into
regions by an edge detection method, and small regions are
eliminated (fig. 5b). The above procedure rakes about 180
seconds.

Figure 5c shows the results of the primitive extraction
procedure in the case where the CPU time limit for the
method descrikd i n section 3.1 is set to 30 seconds. figure
5d shows one example of a result of stereo c m s p n d e n c e
where the position, radius and orientation of the circle
primitive can be measured.

4.2. Task Planning
All circle candidates are passed on to the robot planning
system (implemented in EUS Lisp [4]). The information
given for each circle includes not only the geometrical data
but also the probability R defined by the ratio of the porlion
seen in camera images and the estimated circle. The system
tries to find circles thar have the same axis and gather them
into a group. If such p u p s are located, lhey are considered
to represent the body of a can. If not, the most pmbble
circle (which have the largest value of R) is chosen instead.
Then h e identified can may be grasped and lifted up by
the parallel-f n g r jaw of the robot, and finally m f e m d
to and dropped into a box.

5 Conclusion

Fig. 4 Direction of Circle

In addidon to the reduction of rhe number of units for
correspondence, the proposed method has several
advantages. First, the ellipse candidates for stereo
correspondence can k selected using more constraints,
such as the orientation of their axis and the size of their

Fig. S Experimental Results

Fig. 6 Can Rec-wition

Fig. 7 Robot Motion

radius in addition to the epipalar constraint, easily
excluding erroneous correspondences.
As shown in the experimental resulls. this system can
recognize and distinguish lexturcd cans present among
other objects in an unstructuredenvironment.
Finally, this recognition rnezhod for ellipses and
cylindrical objects can be applied to many other objects
besides cans. such as road signs, cars. cups and so on so
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